


Discography
2020: Single: El Na Cura Me (5:17 Min.)
2020: Single: Come Back (5:48 Min.)
2021: Single: Awakening (4:34 Min.)
2021: Album: Shards Of Light (9 Tracks / 45 Min.)
All independently self-released.

2019 founded in Berlin as a Duo Band
2019 writing and composing original music
2020 crowdfunding for our debut album on indiegogo 
2020 album production at Kolokiez Studio Berlin
2021 independent album release
2021 start touring with concerts and workshops
2022 Ecstatic Singing concerts event production in Berlin 

LIVE Concerts: 
Germany: Prachtwerk Berlin, New Healing Festival, Tribal 
Gathering, Yoga United, Xperience, Agape Zoe, Lieder 
Lauschen, Stuttgart Sängerhalle
Portugal: Blue Monkey Festival, 
Costa Rica: Capi-Capi, Katuk, Butterfly Dome (Ecstatic 
Dance Communities) 

Bio / short
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Bio
press text Transformuse is Ayam and ChrisTala. 

Their music seamlessly blends poignant melodies and rhythmic 
electro-organic Folktronica / Triphop beats, interweaving Ayam‘s 
soulful vocals with ChrisTala‘s groovy beats to guide audiences 
through an enchanting auditory journey. 

With five years of collaboration, they‘ve explored the transformative 
power of music, sharing stages worldwide with artists like Nessi 
Gomes, Uria Tzur, Dominik Friedrich, Kulam Project, and others. 

Starting their career as ‘TransForMusic Project’ from 2019-2023, they 
unveiled their debut album, ‚Shards Of Light‘ offering a textured and 
immersive musical experience that incorporates elements of poetry, 
meditation, live sound, and visual art to explore themes of light and 
darkness. 

 Currently, they‘re on the verge of releasing their second album, 
showcasing a transition from Acoustic world folk to folktronica.

Their Ecstatic Dance LIVE Concert offers a journey of rhythmic 
transcendence featuring Ayam‘s Medicine songs and Christala‘s 
electro-organic beats.
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Contact
Booking & Links

AyaM & ChrisTala / Berlin / Germany

email:    transformuse.official@gmail.com

Booking Requests:  AyaM +4915751575442

Technical Requests:  ChrisTala +4915785933477

We are independently organized artists. 

All media is copyright 2024 Transformuse.

Open in instagram
Open in facebook
Open in linktree

Find Us:

Listen in SoundCloud
Listen in YouTube
Listen in Spotify
Listen in AppleMusic
Listen in Deezer

Media Links:



Let the music 
touch your 

SOUL
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AboutEmbark on a Soulful Journey. 
Dive into the depths of musical exploration. ChrisTala from Germany and Ayam 
from Israel craft a mesmerizing fusion of ‚Neo Soul-World‘ vibrations. They 
weave together Blues soundscapes, polyphonic Soul vocal layers, groovy beat-
boxing, and shamanic rhythms.

Music as a Universal Bridge. 
Guided by a shared vision, their music transcends borders. It connects hearts 
and minds across the diverse tapestry of humanity. Each note sows seeds of 
self-love, nurturing a deeper sense of care for one another and the universe we 
call home.

A Fusion of Tradition and Emotion. 
Ayam‘s Israeli roots entwine seamlessly with ChrisTala‘s German heritage. Toge-
ther, they create a tapestry woven with threads of tradition and emotion. They 
craft a cosmopolitical narrative, unearthing a musical lexicon that confronts 
both shadows and light. This extraordinary encounter births a sound that speaks 
to the depths of the human experience, painting vivid stories of mystery and 
revelation.

Ancient Echoes, Modern Beats. 
Ancient shamanic drums and the resonant monochord interlace with Rock and 
Soul elements. They craft a sonic signature that resonates with the soul. Their 
music is a tapestry of hypnotic rhythms, dreamy harmonies, and vulnerable 
vocals. It touches the hearts of a growing audience. With the debut album 
„Shards of Light“ (2021), Ayam and ChrisTala offer a raw and honest portrait 
of an inner world. Shadows dance with hope, and sanity harmonizes with the 
sublime.

The duo has gained recognition with their heart-touching music. They‘ve per-
formed at events like New Healing, Yoga United, Xperience Festival, Lieder 
Laushen, and Agape Zoe. Through workshops and seminars, they provide a 
space for people to explore, expand, and express their unique voice.
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Duo
performances

In their intimate duo set-up, they craft 
unique polyphonic layers, inviting the 
audience to dance, move, and co-create 
an ecstatic journey alongside them. 

They establish an eye-level connection and 
even encourage participation in singing 
together. 

The blend of Ayam‘s emotive leading 
vocals seamlessly blends ChrisTala‘s looping 
of organic beatbox, electronic beats, and 
live instruments. This results in a dynamic 
fusion, that transcends the audience to 
another dimension.
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„Non-standard harmonies captivate you and 
set you on a journey to your inner mind.“
ND Jamz

„Angelic and ethereal atmospheres contrast a gritty and warped 
vocal layering, creating an invasive and suffocated feel.“
Everything Must Swing

„Great memorable vocals, and meaningful lyrics 
along with good instrumentals.“
LHMPR Radio Podcast

Transformuse has an excellent and uncommon blend of 
ethnic, Avant pop and elegant nu jazz elements with a 
stunning vocal performance‘
- Last Day Deaf

Press Quotes
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Rituals
interactive performances
Transformuse‘s performances are immersive 
rituals that blend poetry, guided meditation, 
live sound, and visual art.

Within the delicate tapestry of their artistic expression, 
Transformuse unveils immersive performance rituals. These 
seamlessly blend poetry, guided meditation, live soundscapes, 
and visual art. Their inaugural ritual, emerging from the hush 
of the initial lockdown, graced screens worldwide in 2021, 
a profound offering during a period of collective reflection.

In the radiant dawn of 2022, they introduced their interactive
performance „Embrace Your Light“ at the New Healing festival, 
setting the stage for their concert. This captivating experience 
beckons participants to explore the nuanced dance between 
shadows and light, a fusion of poetry, ritual, and visual art. 
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„The sounds of their many instru-
ments create a magic portal and 
their voices beckon us through. 
After the energetic ritual, I feel 
alive and well. I settled in to listen 
to the wonderful songs from the 
Transformuse experience. Soon 
we are all singing along with 
Ayam as she lovingly encourages 
us... it is pure magic. The emoti-
ons are stirred up in us and there 
is laughter and also some tears... 
I am very looking forward to the 
next event“ 

- Adam

„My experience with Transfor-
muse - an epic journey through 
soundscapes that touched my 
soul and heart body and mind. 
Ayam‘s voice, so deeply con-
nected to spirit is like an angel, 
divine and pure while Chris adds 
his unique overtone instruments 
and frequencies knowledge is a 
perfect fusion for this profound 
experience.

- Nelle

„An extraordinary evening with 
extraordinary artists. The audien-
ce was invited to create the entire 
evening with movement, singing, 
and a jointly created sphere of 
energy. We were included in the 
music and encouraged to sing 
together. It was a wonderful ex-
perience, and for some people, it 
was also a challenge. I love your 
album Shards of Light and have 
been listening to it on a loop.“ 

- Yana Christa

Testimonials
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